
1997: CENTENARY OF THE MOTORCAR IN JOHANNESBURG 

By Elly Harrison 

 (Note: This article appeared in our 10
th

 journal, dated May 1997) 

The first motor car in Johannesburg was billed as ‘The Invention of the Age – The Motor or 

Horseless Carriage’.It was first exhibited in Pretoria 9 days previously, then railed south. 

Indeed, Oom Paul Kruger who was guest of honour at the previous week’s exhibition in 

Pretoria, is reputed to have declined to ride in it, saying: “Dogs might bark and cause it to 

bolt.” 

A curiosity, the Velo was displayed at the Wanderers’ Ground on Wednesday 13
th

 January 

1897. It was imported into the ZAR (Zuid Africaansche Republiek) by John Percy Hess, an 

English-born Pretoria merchant, from the Benz Company in Mannheim, Germany. It was 

railed inland from the coast to Pretoria and in all likelihood was the first of its kind to reach 

the shores of southern Africa. The Velo was fuelled by benzine, and it was a wonder indeed 

to see a carriage move along under its own steam. Around and around the Wanderers track 

it went, reaching the heady speed of 14 miles per hour. 

After the exhibition it was purchased by a Johannesburg coffee merchant who offered a free 

ticket to view the carriage to all who bought a pound of his coffee! Alas, the civic authorities 

of the day banned it from the still untarred roads. Perhaps setting a precedent for future 

Jo’burg drivers (the lawless bunch that we are!), the merchant ignored the banning. 

As we speed along comfortably in our modern air-conditioned motor cars, let’s spare a 

thought for the early 20
th

 century traveller as indicated in the following press report: 

PERILS OF THE VELD – MINING MEN IN CARS 

Mr William Bleloch has been experiencing the perils of the veld. Report has reached 

Johannesburg that accident befell him and his party on their way last week to the Areachap 

property, Upington, C.C. The party left Johannesburg on Monday, intending to do the whole 

journey by motor car. Expectations, however, were apparently not realised. When nearing 

Fourteen Streams on Tuesday, the car ran into a huge stone lying in the roadway, and the 

occupants were immediately capsised whilst the motor was seriously damaged. Mr Fletcher 

is reported to have been thrown over the driver’s head and Mr Bleloch just saved himself 

from being crushed underneath the car by cluthing hold of the guard of the left wheel. The 

driver was also flung out. Beyond being severely shaken and bruised, the party escaped 

injury. Messrs. Bleloch and Fletcher walked 4 miles to the nearest station and continued the 

trip by train. The driver was apparently left with his motor in the veld.(Rand Daily Mail 

03.03.1908) 

 

Elly Harrison, founder of our Society, now lives in New Zealand. 


